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Abstract

The size of the development teams and the long project
periods lead to three requirements on SE Tools:
* The spatial and temporal distribution of working processes requires that the tool documents decisions in a
way that other or later users can understand them.
The tool should be an ,,intelligent memory" of its users
and manage the basis every single decision was taken
on.
After changes, the tool should automatically notify the
affected users.
During development processes, the people involved
make a huge number of decisions which are based on
former decisions and which may influence future decisions. To make the resulting decision processes planable,
understandable, and controllable, several techniques were
developed. Two techniques and their problems have been
the starting point of the work presented here:
SofhYare process modeling [8, 29, 121 deals with
explicit representation of development processes (especially of the information flow). An explicit representation helps to understand, to plan, to control, to analyze
and to trace the workflow in software development
projects. Software process models are typically coarsegrained. They do not contain e.g. an activity which
defines one requirement [ 17,20, 181. Therefore, they are
too coarse-grained to automatically derive causal dependencies between one requirement and parts of the system design and the source code. However, the
acquisition and representation of these fine-granular
dependencies is necessary to trace the effects of a
requirement which is changed.
The term ,,Design Rationale" [l, 15, 301 subsumes
approaches which deal with the acquisition and the
management of fine-grained (design) decisions and their
dependencies. One problem of published approaches is
that justifications must be entered interactively by the

In this paper we describe an approach which allows us to
acquire, represent and manage fine-grained causal dependencies between products. These dependencies are basically derived automatically from a software process
model. By representing causal dependencies and their
rationales, the traceability of software development processes is improved. Our dependency-based system is able
to support users in reacting on changes. Thereby, the costs
of software development can be reduced. Based on the theoretical work, the CoMo-Kit System was implemented
consisting of a modeling component and a process engine.
The use of the system is illustrated in the last section.

1 Introduction
Long-term goal of our work is to improve software
engineering processes. The techniques described below
increase the traceability of the processes within software
development. This is necessary in order to better understand, coordinate, change, and verify them.
Nowadays, the development of complex software systems is carried out by large teams of domain experts, system analysts, software designers, and programmers. The
size of the teams leads to a high coordination, development, and maintenance effort which is a main cause of
increasing software costs.
Another reason for high maintenance costs lies in the
nature of software projects: they are time consuming and
are characterized by requirements which are often
changed during the project lifetime. A purposeful reaction
to changing requirements, which is reliant on the traceability of the development processes, can drastically
reduce software costs.
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users. This causes them an additional effort in doing his
daily work and reduces the acceptability of design rationale systems.
Goal. In this paper methods and techniques are described
which automatically extract causal dependencies between
design decisions from development task decompositions
and from the information flow of fine-grained software process models.
In software and knowledge engineering domains, decisions are taken by different persons. Coordinating their
work includes notifying every member of the development
team about decisions or decision changes within the project.
To reach this goal, we developed methods and techniques
which automatically inform team members about changes.
Therefore, our system extracts causal dependencies (design
rationales) between decisions from development task
decompositions and from the information flow of finegrained software process models. Unfortunately, in practical
situations it is not possible to guarantee that a fine-grained
process model contains all the necessary and no unnecessary dependencies. So, our system also allows the interactive manipulation of the automatically derived design
rationales.
To model software processes, we extended conventional
Knowledge Engineering approaches [2, 4, 91. To handle
dependencies efficiently, we use Reason Maintenance Systems.
Our system integrates process modeling and design
rationale approaches. The connection between these
approaches is clarified in Figure 1. Published (,,coarsegrained") process models [ 17,20, 181 describe development
processes on a very high level of abstraction. Therefore,
only a small number of causal dependencies can be derived
from them automatically (Typically at the level: where the
requirements specification influences the design and the
design influences the implementation). If these models are
refined, as proposed here, many more causal dependencies
can be automatically extracted. The effort of building these
fine-grained process models is additionally justified, proceeding on the basis that the models are stored in a library
(or ,,Experience Factory" [(Victor R. Basili and Gianluigi
Caldiera and H. Dieter Rombach: Experience Factory.
Encyclopedia of Software Engineering, Vol. 1, pages 469476, John J. Marciniak (Editor), John Wiley & Sons,
1994)l) and will be reused.
Design rationale approaches represent fine-grained
causal dependencies which are acquired from the user during project enactment. These dependencies are not automatically derived by the systems.
The integration of these approaches, as proposed in our
CoMo-Kit project, leads to synergy effects. The work load
of users is reduced because an essential part of the causal
dependencies is automatically derived from the process

model. Furthermore, traceability of the development process is improved so that is it possible to react purposefully
to changes.
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Figure 1: Software Process Models & Design

In the next section we define basic notions of the language which is used in CoMo-Kit to model processes. Section 3 describes causal dependencies which can be
automatically extracted from process models. section 5
deals with dependencies which cannot be automatically
derived. To enact process models we developed a workflow
engine which manages causal dependencies based on AI
techniques. The functionality of this workflow engine is
sketched in section 6. An example which illustrates the
functionality of our system is given in section 7. In section 8
related work is discussed. The last section summarizes this
paper and gives an overview on future work.

2 Process Modeling in CoMo-Kit
Within the CoMo-Kit project of the University of Kaiserslautern techniques, methods, and systems are developed
which support planning and enacting complex distributed
cooperative design processes [22, 231. One focus of attention are techniques to acquire causal dependencies between
design decisions and to help users react to changes.
The techniques developed currently are used in two
application domains: Urban Land-Use Planing [24] and
Software Engineering.
To model cooperative design processes, our approach
uses four basic notions: Tasks, Methods, Products (Concepts) and Agents. In the following, these terms are defined
as far as is necessary to understand this paper.

Tasks. A task describes a goal to be reached while enacting a process. Every task is related to a set of input and output parameters'. When tasks are enacted, decisions are
made which result in assignments of values to the output
parameters. Our approach assumes that there is a causal
dependency between the inputs and the outputs of a task.
We work on the principle that during model construction
only inputs are associated to a task which are relevant and
1. Parameters are also called ,,variables".

necessary for reaching the goal (Inadequacies of this
assumption and their solutions are discussed in section 5).

Products (Concepts). To model products which are created in the course of process enactment (e.g. a requirement
document), an object-centered approach is used. As usual,
we distinguish between classes and instances. Classes
define a set of slots to structure the product. Every slot is
associated with its type and cardinality. Types may be other
product classes or basic types (e.g. SYMBOL, STRING,
REAL, ...). Product classes are used to type parameters in
information-flow graphs. During process enactment we represent product instances as values which are assigned to
variables. The type of a variable is specified by a product
class. Products can be modeled on a fine-grained level. For
example, individual requirements can be described as one
product and the requirements document as another. The latter one would consist of several of the former.
Methods. To solve a task, a method is applied. For every
task, there may exist a set of alternative methods. Methods
are carried out by agents (see below).

3 Managing Causal Dependencies during
Process Enactment
During design of a process model methods are related to
tasks and the information flow between the tasks is specified
[22]. Our system deduces dependencies automatically from
these structures. These dependencies serve as a basis for
reacting on changes during process enactment. Therefore,
the postulated dependencies have to be made explicit and
managed with a suited mechanism [lo] [23].
In the first subsection we clarify important terms. In section 4.1 and section 4.2, the two types of causal dependencies which are automatically derived from a process model
are described.
The dependencies are formulated as logical implications.
The formalization allows to store the required process information within an ,,intelligent memory" and to automate the
notification of users after changes. Another advantage is
that the semantic of the dependencies is made explicit. The
decision finding process itself is not formalized. What we
do, is the formalization of the dependencies resulting from
the decision.

We distinguish between atomic and complex (or composed) methods. Atomic methods assign values to parameters. Complex methods are described by an information
flow graph. An information flow graph consists of nodes
which define parameters and (sub)tasks and of links which
relate parameters to tasks. The direction of the link determines if the parameter is the input or the output of the task.
Every parameter is associated with a product type: During
process enactment, the parameters, represented as variables,
may store instances of this product type. Subtasks can be
further decomposed by complex methods. Along this line,
the decomposition of the overall task (e.g. ,,develop Software") can be seen as an AND-OR-Tree where tasks are
AND-Nodes and methods are OR-Nodes. The appropriate
method of solving a task is selected during process enactment.

4

Decision, Rejection of a Decision and
Rationale

We understand by rationales arguments pro and con a
decision or fact. The rationales we deduce from the process
model can be formulated as logical implications.
A decision is the resolution to apply a method to reach a
goal. By choosing a complex method, the agent determines
how to proceed. It decides for example to make an objectoriented design. The decision for an atomic method means
the instantiation of a product class. For example, the decision for an atomic method generates a test case for a program. The decision as to which of the alternative methods
of a task is applied, depends on the context of process enactment.
To reach a decision is the task of the agent, but the system can give decision support by making available valid
input data and current rationales pro or con the different
alternatives to him. Based on this information he takes a
decision for one alternative. The process of coming to a
decision itself is not automated, only the resulting decision
is stored and handled by the system. The system furthermore able to tie rationales pro or con the alternatives in the
dependency managing mechanism.
To allow the formulation of rationales pro or con a decision on a technical base, we formalize the terms in form of
logical predicates. Predicates can be valid (true) or invalid
(false).

Agents. Tasks are handled by agents. For every task, the
process model defines the agents which may work on it. We
distinguish two kinds of agents: Humans and computers.
For computers, methods are described in an operational language (Smalltalk-80).
The defined framework allows the construction of models of arbitrary software engineering processes (for example
the Waterfall Model or the IEEE Standard 1074-1991 process model). The question which remains is how causal
dependencies can be automatically extracted from these
models.
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A decision for a method mi is expressed by a predicate
decision(mi). It stays valid as long as the associated method
is the actual solution. The rejection of a method mi is
described by a predicate rejected-decision(mJ. The validity
of the predicate means that the decision can not be part of
the current solution. Therefore, method mi is no alternative
in the present state of the development. The relation
between the two predicates is shown in Equation .
rejected-decision(mi) 7decision(mi)
The validity of the predicate rejected-decision(mi)
implies the invalidity of the decision for method mi (predicate decision(mi)). Equation is not an equivalence relation:
Suppose, the decision for mi is retracted for some reason.
The responsible agent decides to proceed with another
method, say m,. If the reason to retract the decision for mi
becomes invalid, the agent could resort to alternative mi. By
returning to the old method, the effort spent in working on
method m, was useless. Returning to the old method can be
very expensive. An equivalence relation would just lead to
such a behavior, because the invalidity of the predicate
rejected-decision(mi) would automatically validate the decision for mi.
This can be demonstrated by an example. An enterprise
usually gets hardware for its products from an external supplier. The supplier is currently having difficulties with delivery. Therefore the enterprise contracts another supplier.
Even if afterwards the first supplier were able to deliver the
hardware, the enterprise wouldn't retract its current decision. The costs and the expenditure would be too high.
In summary, the introduction of the two predicates decision and rejected-decision allows us to determine, if a
method contributes to the actual project plan, to handle conditions for the validityhnvalidity of a decision or the rejection of a decision, and to state rationales pro or con the
validity of tasks and products.
Putting it altogether, we define the following semantic
for the validity of a decision: A decision is valid if all supporting arguments are valid, and no argument for the rejection is valid.
The following subsections deal with the question what
kind of rationales can be extracted from the process model
and how they are represented.

4.1

Causal dependencies, which are described in the following,
can be derived from these relations.

Task
Information (Producttype)

+Direction of the informationflow
Figure 2: Information flow of a task T

Producing Information
Products are created by applying atomic methods. Products are values which are bound to variables. During process enactment the result of applying an atomic method is
associated with the corresponding decision. Figure 3 shows
this relation. Methods ml and m2 represent different solutions for task T. Solving T by applying method ml binds the
values oI1 and 02, to the variables O1 and 02.Another
assignment of the variables, namely oI2and 022results from
the decision for m2. We can say that the rationale for a variable assignment (for example oll and 02,) is the validity of
the corresponding decision. By retracting the decision, the
resulting assignments also become invalid.
(decision(m,)

w

decision(m2)

W

Task

0

Concrete product

(-3

Decision

- + Alternatwe methods

+Products, dependenton a decision
Figure 3: Decisions and variable assignments

The described dependencies can be formulated as logical
implications. Formally, the assignment of a variable is
expressed by the predicate assignment(V=value). The following formula states, that by applying mi the output variables 0, to 0, are bound with values olj to oVj

Dependencies within the Information Flow

During the enactment of tasks, information is used and
produced. The process model specifies which information is
usedproduced and states the type of the information. Figure
2 shows the information flow for a task T. I, 0, and 0 2 are
formal parameters (variables) of products. They define the
type of a product and give a name to a product instance
within the process model. T consumes a product, referenced
by variable I. It produces products named 01 and 02.
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decision(mj) 3 assignment(Ol=ol,) A
assignment(02=02$A ...A assignment(O,=ovi)

(Eq 1)

If the decision mj looses its validity, the assignments
become invalid, too. The rationale for an concrete assignment is the validity of its associated decision.
Using Information
Decisions are made within the context of the actual input
information of a task. Usually the input information has

been produced by solving another task within the development process. The direction of the information flow is specified in the process model. Further decisions are taken based
on the actual input. As described in the previous section,
(parts of) products can be removed from the repository by
retracting the corresponding decision. By applying another
method other assignments become valid and the present
information changes. If a decision bases on the old information, it has to be retracted, too, because its foundation is
lost. Figure 4 illustrates this. Based on the valid input il the

c>

Concrete product instance

(-3

decision(m,) 3
validsubtask( TI) A validsubtask( T2) A ... A
validSubtask(T,)

(Eq 3)

The validity of the subtasks TI to Tv depends on the
validity of the decision for m,.
We do not deduce rationales for the rejection of a decision of a complex method from the process model. This fact
can be described by the following formula.
Decision

+ Direction of the dependency

Figure 4: Information flow dependencies

decision for method ml has been reached. By applying ml
the products oI1and oZ1have been created which had been
the foundation for the decisions decision(n) and decision(0)
respectively. When retracting the decision that justifies the
validity of il the decision for ml looses its rationale. As a
result, the decisions for n and o become invalid, too. This
behavior can spread through a chain of decisions with
(partly) global effects on the development process.
To handle these effects, we deduce from the process
model the described dependencies, formalized in Equation
3. The variables ZI to In refer to the context, in which decision mk has been taken. The predicates assignment(Il=ilk)
to assignment(l,=i,k) stand for the k-th assignment of the
variables I , to In with values ilk to j n ,
,assignment(li=iIk)
v ... v ,assignment(ln=ink)
rejected-decision(mk)
(Eq 2)
If one of the input values ilk to j n k becomes invalid, mk

will be rejected. Because of the dependency of Equation 1
(section 4), the predicate decision(mk) becomes invalid, too.
The resulting formulas connect products and decisions.
By the explicit representation of the described dependencies, changes within the process enactment can be traced.

4.2

method is rejected, the rationale for the validity of the
resulting subtasks is no longer given. The subtasks have to
become invalid. Decisions, which have been taken withm
the subtasks, must be rejected too.
Formally, m, represents a complex method, which
divides a task in subtasks TI to T, We define a predicate
validSubTask(T,) as follows. The predicate is valid, if the
corresponding task is part of the actual project plan and
invalid otherwise.

Dependencies between a Task & its Subtasks

Complex methods decompose tasks in a set of subtasks.
If an agent decides to apply a complex method the set of
(sub)tasks related to the method becomes part of the actual
project plan and has to be solved.
The validity of the subtasks depends on the decision for
the corresponding complex method. If the decision for the

false

rejected-decision(m,)

(Eq 4)

Equation 4 is necessary as an anchor for adaptations
described in the next section.

5

Adaptation of Causal Dependencies during

Process Enactment
All dependencies described in the previous sections are
generated automatically based on a process model. In our
applications we recognized that process models contain not
all necessary or some unnecessary dependencies. This deficiency of the models can have different underlying reasons:
Models represent generic structures that do not fit the
actual project down to the last detail. Some models lack
dependencies, we call them incomplete models. Some
models describe unnecessary dependencies, they are
named overloaded models.
In many situations during the enactment of the project,
further steps depend on results (e.g. products) of the previous steps. For example during the design of a particular
component, the designer considers a given requirements
from the requirement document, but all requirements to
consider were unknown when the process model was created. The problem is, that these dependencies between
particular requirements and a component become evident
only during the enactment of the process and can never be
extracted from a model. We call this phenomenon situation dependent decisions.
To handle the described deficiency, the system allows
agents to manipulate the existing dependencies dynamically
during the process enactment. This adaptation refers only to
the dependencies given by the flow of information (cf. Section 4.1). The adjustments deal with justifications of design
decisions, i.e. with arguments for or against the selection of
a particular method.

For adaptation purposes, we distinguish two cases:

Development Process in the task ,,define requirements". The
decision for the method ,,object-oriented design" is justified
by the product ,,implementation in Smalltalk"
Both decisions and products are handled by our system.
The user can reference them as part of his new justification.
References to those elements are the basis for supporting
change propagation.
If the ,,implementation in Smalltalk" was changed in the
example above, our systems could propagate this to the
decision ,,object-oriented design".
Informal textualjustification: The user may add a text to
justify his decision. This practice is useful for those justifications, which cannot be referenced by an existing product
or previous decision. This kind of justification provides a
simple opportunity to save information for further processing steps. The text is associated with the corresponding
decision. It is obvious that a textual justification cannot support an automatic change propagation. But it is a useful way
of preserving the users deliberations. The information could
be helpful, if for example a designer tries to understand a
former design during rework.
The following subsections describe how adding of justifications affects the causal dependencies. By adding justifications the formulas described in Section 3 are extended.
We concentrate on justifications by previous decisions and
existing products. These justifications are the more important ones in supporting change propagation.
Clearly, the user is not confronted with the logical formulas, rather he manipulates the dependencies through a
graphical user interface (cf. Section 7).

Incomplete models and situation dependent decisions
demand an extension of existing dependencies by additional justifications.
In overloaded models it is necessary to remove justifications, that were automatically derived from the process
model. Removing unnecessary justifications restrict the
change propagation to those subparts of the process, that
are affected by a change.
In the following sections, we describe the dynamic adaptation of dependencies during the process enactment. Section 5.1 deals with the extension of existing justifications.
We explain the forms of justification we distinguish and
our method of expressing these justifications. The
removal of existing justifications is illustrated in Section
5.2.

5.1 Extending Existing Dependencies by Additional Justifications
The Representation of Additional Justifications
We distinguish two forms of additionaljustifications:
Arguments to support the selection of a particular
method, and
arguments to deny the selection of a particular method.
If we speak about justifications in a general sense, we
refer to both forms of justifications. To accentuate the difference between the two cases, we call them arguments for
the validity of a decision and argumentsf o r the rejection of
a decision.
Our system offers several means of describing additional
justifications:
Justifications by previous decisions,
justifications by existing products, and
informal textual justifications.
The following account explains these possibilities in
more detail. On connection with this, we attempt to clarify
the benefit of different representation €orms.
Justification by previous decisions: An actual decision
could be influenced by decisions reached in previous steps.
For example; an Agent chooses the method ,,functional
design" because the decision for a ,,functional analysis" of
the software development process was reached in an earlier
step. In this case, the decision ,,functional analysis" is a justification for the decision ,,functional design".
Justification by existing products: An actual decision
could be influenced by a product that was produced as a
result of a former task in the process. For example the reason why a developer decides for a the method ,,object-oriented design" within the task ,,develop system architecture"
was the nonfunctional requirement ,,implementation in
Smalltalk". This requirement is a part of the requirement
document, that was created as an artifact of the Software

Justifying the Validity of Decisions
Justijications by previous decisions: A new decision
decision(m,,,) is taken on the basis of one or more recent
decisions decision(m,ldl) .. decision(m,ldM). The decision
decision(m,,,) must become invalid, if at least one of the
decisions decision(m,ldl) .. decision(m,ldM) loses its validity. To give a formal description of this dependency, we
expand Equation 2 with the disjunction of the negated predicates decision(m,ldl) .. decision(m,ldM).
The additional justifications change the condition for the
rejection as demonstrated in the following formula (Italic
characters in following equations signal the additional justifications):
-,assignment(li=ilk) v ... v -,assignment(ln=ink) v
7decision(moldl)v ... v -,decision(mOldM)
3 rejected-decision(m,,,)

(Eq 5)
Justijications by existing products: A new decision
decision(m,,,) is made on the basis of one or more existing
products assignment(X]=X,ldl) ... assignment(X, = x , l d ~ ) ,
e.g.: a decision is justified by a particular requirement in the
requirement document. The decision has to become invalid
if at least one of the products assignment(X1=xoldl) ...
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assignment(Xn=xoldM)loses its validity. To give a formal
description of this dependency, we expand Equation 2 with
the disjunction of the negated predicates assignment(Xl =x,ldl) ... assignment(X, =x0ldM).
The additional justifications change the condition for the
rejection as demonstrated in the following formula:
-,assignment(li=ilk) v ... v 7assignment(ln=ink) v
-,assignment(Xl=xoidl) v ... v 7assignment(XM=xo,d&
+ rejected-decision(m,,)
(Eq 6)

Justifying the Rejection of Decisions
Justijications by previous decisions: A new decision
decision(m,,,) is rejected on the basis of one or more recent
decisions decision(m,ldl) .. decision(m,ldM). The decision
decision(,,,) has to become invalid, if at least one of the
decisions decision(m,ldl) .. decision(m,ldM) becomes valid.
To give a formal description of this dependency, we expand
Equation 2 with the disjunction of the predicates decision(m,ldl) .. decision(m,ldM).
The additional justifications change the condition for the
rejection as demonstrated in the following formula:
-,assignment(li=ilk) v ... v 7assignment(ln=ink)v
decision(mOldl)v ... v decision(moldM)
jrejected-decision(m,,,)

design document influences the implementation. However if
one special design decision in the design changes, it is not
necessary to reject the whole implementation seeing as
most components are not affected by this design decision.
For this reason the user can select the (parts of) products,
which do not influence a decision and those dependencies
are removed. As a result, a change to this product will not
be propagated to the decision.
We achieve the adaptation of the logical description by
removing the related predicate (assignment(I,=ink)) of the
product, that does not influence the decision. This causes
the following change in Equation 2:
7assignment(li=ilk) v ... v 7assignment(ln.l=in.lk)
rejected-decision(mnew)

(Eq 9)
All adaptations in Section 4 can be applied to the same
decision. They do not exclude each other.
Up to now, we have described the logical foundation of
our work. The next section gives an overview of our workflow management server which handles all dependencies
described above.

6 Workflow management with CoMo-Kit
(Eq 7 )

In addition to tools for developing process models,
CoMo-Kit contains a workflow management system, the
CoMo-Kit Scheduler. The Scheduler operationalizes the
process models and allows to enact planning and design
processes interactively [lo] [23]. The workflow server is
responsible for
managing all causal dependencies described in this paper,
storing all information produced during process enactment,
managing the actual state of the design process,
* supporting the retraction of decisions, and
discovering and solving inconsistencies in the problem
solving process.
The general planning and design model REDUX [25] is
the basis for the implementation of the CoMo-Kit Scheduler
and can be seen as a specifically structured TMS. REDUX
supports task decomposition and dependency-directed
backtracking. Our Scheduler extends this functionality by
managing information flow dependencies.
In the development of large software systems a huge set
of tasks and decisions must be managed and coordinated.
These are related to each other by complex information
flows. It is imperative that the huge resulting set of dependencies has to be handled efficiently. A closer look shows
that changing one decision only influences a small set of
formulas. Accordingly, only a small number of formulas
change their logical state. This feature of the domain is the
basis for improving the efficiency of our dependency management.

Justijications by existing products: A new decision
decision(m,,,) is made on the basis of one or more existing
products assignment(X1=xoldl) ... assignment(X,=x,ldM)
(for example: the decision is justified by a particular
requirement in the requirement document). The decision
has to become invalid if at least one of the products assignment(X1=X,ldl) ... assignment(X,=x,ldM) becomes valid. To
give a formal description of this dependency, we expand
Equation 2 with the disjunction of the predicates assignment(X1=X,ldl) ... assignment(X,=x,ldM).
The additional justifications change the condition for the
reject as demonstrated in the following formula:
7assignment(li=il k) v ... v 7assignment(ln=ink)v
assignment(Xl=xoidl)v ... v assignment(XM=xold&
+ rejected-decision(mnew)
(Eq 8)

5.2

+

Deleting Justifications

Justifications of design decisions, which are automatically derived from the model, describe dependencies contained in the information flow. If some of those
dependencies are irrelevant for a particular decision in the
current project, it is necessary to delete them. As a result of
this adaptation our system operates only on significant justifications.
This is essential to restrict the change propagation to
those parts of the process that are affected by a change. An
example illustrates this: In the process model the entire
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To handle all logical implications, we use a Truth Maintenance System (JTMS [l 11) known from Artificial Intelligence. The underlying idea of an TMS is to record in which
formulas a predicate is used. When a predicate changes its
logical state, the formulae which are influenced can efficiently update their states. So, after a change not every formula has to be accessed, but only those which may be
influenced by the change.

In addition to the dependencies derived from task
decompositions, the Scheduler handles information flow
dependencies. In figure 1, the information flow of the

7 Example
The following example illustrates our approach. Figure 6
displays a small part of a software process model, modeled
using our CoMo-Kit system. It shows the decomposition of
tasks by methods.

Figure 6: Information flow dependencies
Figure 5: Task decomposition

method standard is shown. Again, rectangles depict tasks
whereas ellipses are parameters.
One can see that, for example, task Define Requirements
needs a document of type Problem Description as input and
produces an output of type Requirements Document. Then
this document is used by task Design. To reduce the complexity of the example no finer-grained dependencies
between product parts are defined. However, the Scheduler
automatically derives dependencies between product parts,
too.
Based on Equations , 1 and 2 the Scheduler generates the
following implications while enacting task Define Require-

Rectangles represent tasks and rectangles with rounded
corners depict methods. To reduce the complexity of the
example, we normally define only one method for every
task. For example, the method standard was defined for the
task SofnYare Development and decomposes it in three subtasks (Characterize Problems, Define Requirements and

Design).
In the first step of process enactment, the Scheduler
derives the following implication with Equation 3 based on
the process model. It establishes the causal dependency
between the overall task and its subtasks:
decision(standard) 3
validsubtask(Characterise Problems) A
validSubtask(Define Requirements) A
validsubtask(Design)

ments:
,assignment(PD=<an problem description>) 3
rejected-decision(Atomic:Define Requirements)
(Eq 10)

(Eq 12)

rejected-decision(Atomic:Define Requirements) 3
-decision(Atomic: Define Requirements)
(Eq 13)

If, in further enactment of the process, the method
Requirements is selected to solve task Define Requirements,
then a second implication is generated:

decision(Atomic: Define Requirements)
assignment(RD=<an requirements document>)

decision(Requirements) 3
validsubtask(Requirements for User Interface) A
validsubtask(Requirements for Algorithms) A
validSubtask(Requirements for Data Manager)

(Eq 14)

If, during further process enactment, the assignment of
parameter PD with the instance <a problem description> of
class <product description> becomes invalid, the method
Atomic:Define Requirements is rejected and therefore the
decision decision(Atomic: Define Requirements) becomes
invalid. As a result, the assignment of variable RD with the
requirements document <a requirements document>
becomes invalid too. Because of other information flow

(Eq 1 1)
Predicate decision(Requirements) is valid after the implication was generated. If it becomes invalid, the state of all
subtasks switches also to ,,invalid". Then the Scheduler
notifies the users working on these subtasks that the work
on the tasks can currently be suspended or stopped.
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dependencies, which are not given here, the Scheduler propagates these changes further with the result that many decisions and product instances may become invalid.
One can see that causal dependencies derivable from the
process model support traceability only to a certain degree.
In the example it may be desirable to trace design decisions
back to single requirements. For example, during the design
process the user has decided that the system architecture
should consist of 3 components. Using techniques described
in section 5 developers are able to justify the design of components by concrete requirements.

8 Related work
Several approaches exist which support the modeling
and the enactment of software engineering processes. Two
of them, Marvel [16] and GRAPPLE [14], integrate AI
techniques similar to our CoMo-Kit approach.
Marvel follows a rule-based approach to express
assumptions for the enactment of process steps. The
approach supports forward-chaining of rules as well as
backward reasoning. The latter tests which actions must be
undertaken to fulfill the precondition of the current action.
Marvel does not support justifications for choosing a
method nor is it possible to express causal dependencies
betwccn products and decisions.
GRAPPLE is based on an explicit model of planning.
Using an operator-based language supports the representation of preconditions of actions. GRAPPLE plans in a goaloriented manner. It contains a plan recognition component
which interprets user actions and integrates them into the
actual plan. In GRAPPLE it is assumed that, for planning
and plan recognition process, knowledge is needed which is
not included in operator definitions. This knowledge is
given as a set of assumptions and handled by a RMS. Contrary to our approach, this knowledge is mainly used to constrain the set of applicable operators. Causal Dependencies
between products are not explicitly represented in GRAPPLE.
The language MVP-L [5] developed by the group under
Prof. Rombach at the University of Kaiserslautern supports
the modeling and enactment of software processes. The
MVP-System does not handle causal dependencies and
therefore change propagation is not supported. Cuirently,
we integrate CoMo-Kit with the MVP approach [31].
[6,30] give an extended overview on systems which
explicitly manage rationales for decisions in design processes. Many of these approaches use argumentation-based
notations to represent justifications.
The best known notation is IBIS (Issue Based Information System)[28]. Its elements and their extensions are the
basis for most of the other systems.

Although there are similarities in the representation formalism, CoMo-Kit can be distinguished from argumentation-based systems. gIBIS[7] and QOC (Questions Options
Criteria)[21] describe techniques which are used to represent the argumentation space and show arguments, conflicts, and possible solutions explicitly (representing
deliberations). Their main focus is the development of argumentation structures. In contrast, CoMo-Kit stores justifications and dependencies to propagate effects of changes in
software development processes. Therefore, representing
justifications in CoMo-Kit not only clarifies possible decisions for the user but also enables a computer-supported
reaction to new versions of products.
In CoMo-Kit, justifications are directly related to products of the development process by associating appropriate
assignments. This is useful because often decisions are
made based on properties of products. A comparable connection between justifications and products can be found in
REMAP [27] and DIG (Design Information Gathering System) [ 131. Both systems manage justifications to support
software maintenance. REMAP and DIG force their users to
enter all dependencies manually. On the contrary, the
CoMo-Kit Scheduler automatically generates an essential
part of all justifications based on the information flow.
Users only have to adapt them to their current needs. The
adaptation is supported by a graphical interface which
allows the easy manipulation of the extracted structures. So,
CoMo-Kit relieves the users from entering justifications to a
degree which surpasses other systems.
To manage justifications, CoMo-Kit uses REDUX structures [25]. REDUX manages dependencies between a task
and its subtasks. Additionally, CoMo-Kit extracts causal
dependencies from the information flow.

9 Summary and future work
This paper describes the integration of design rationale
approaches and software process models. Our workflow
management server, the CoMo-Kit Scheduler, manages
dependencies which are derived automatically from finegrained process models as well as manually entered justifications in a single representation. We extended conventional
Knowledge Engineering techniques to model software processes. The lack of the standard Knowledge Engineering
approaches is that the process model has to be completed
before the process enactment starts. Causal dependencies
are managed by a Truth Maintenance System (TMS) familiar from Artificial Intelligence, which is able to handle the
huge number of logical implications generated by our system efficiently. The propagation algorithm of the TMS
allows to update the logical value of formulas efficiently
after product or project changes. On the basis of dependen-

cies, the CoMo-Kit Scheduler is able to find out which decisions, tasks, and products are tackled by a change and thus
can notify the appropriate users. The team members have
access to rationales for decisions and can react appropriate.
The given support results in an improved coordination ability and therefore supports the management of large software
development projects.
For many design decisions some sort of fuzzy reasoning
(e.g., strong, medium, and weak true along with strong,
medium, and weak false) seem to be more suitable to
describe how a decision is reached. Our system only manages ,,hard" facts and not the fuzzy evaluation process.
Our system is implemented in Visualworks for Smalltalk-SO and the object-oriented database ,,Gemstone''.
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